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The amorphous form of poorly water-soluble drugs is often explored as an approach to 

enhance the solubility. A theoretical enhancement ratio (Rs) can be calculated based on the free 
energy difference between amorphous and crystalline forms.  This free energy difference can be 
calculated based on several thermodynamic parameters, which depend on the experimental 
conditions used in their measurement.  This work focuses on determining the sensitivity of Rs 
values for 3 drugs (indomethacin, itraconazole, and spironolactone) on experimental conditions 
used to determine thermodynamic input parameters.  Standard DSC, at (0.25 - 10 °C/min) was 

used to measure melting temperature and heat of fusion (Hf) of the crystalline form.  

Modulated DSC, at various heating rates (0.25 - 3 °C/ min) and using two different cycles was 

used to measure the glass transition temperature for the amorphous form and the heat capacity 
for both crystalline and amorphous forms.  The sensitivity of the value for the solubility 
enhancement ratio, Rs, with respect to each thermodynamic parameter was calculated.  The 

value of Rs for all three drugs was found to be most sensitive to the values used for Hf.  Due to 

the non-linear nature of the predictive equation, a 10% difference in the value of Hf produced a 
difference of about 50% in the value of Rs, with higher differences in prediction at lower 
temperatures.  However, the experimental solubility enhancement ratio is generally lower by 
100-1000%, even in the case of poor crystallizers.   In conclusion, experimental variation in 
thermodynamic parameters used to calculate Rs does not explain the difference in predicted 
and experimental solubility enhancement ratio for the amorphous form, and more research is 
needed to enable this predictive tool to be more useful in making go, no-go decisions to pursue 
amorphization as an approach to improve water-solubility. 

 
 
 


